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Putin, Ukraine, and the New World Order

AP Images

Is Vladimir Putin, who was once the darling
of the elite political and chattering classes,
now a permanent global pariah? On the
surface, it certainly appears so. But, as we
all know, surface appearances can be
deceiving. 

The New York Times and other media
organizations have joined Joe Biden in
declaring Putin to be a “war criminal” who
deserves to be tried before the International
Criminal Court on account of his brutal
invasion of Ukraine. Yes, that’s the same
New York Times that infamously covered up
Joseph Stalin’s Holodomor genocide of
millions of Ukrainians in the 1930s — and
steadfastly has refused to admit its guilt in
this crime against humanity. And it is the
same Times that favorably introduced then-
Prime Minister Vladimir Putin to the world
in 1999 by publishing an op-ed by Putin (or,
rather, by his propagandists) that
sympathetically presented Russia as
heroically fighting (like the United States) a
war against terrorism. The Times published
another propaganda op-ed by Putin in 2013,
and for years carried Russia Beyond the
Headlines, an official propaganda
broadsheet by Putin’s state-owned media, as
a regular insert in the Times print edition.
And, yes, it is the same Joe Biden who as
U.S. senator and U.S. vice president praised
Vladimir Putin and traveled to Moscow to
smooth the way for Wall Street investors and
U.S. Big Tech companies to help build
Skolkovo, Putin’s project to create Russia’s
equivalent of Silicon Valley. 

Putin, who was for years heralded as a great “reformer,” a fighter of corruption, our “ally” against
terrorism, a defender of Christianity, and our “partner” in building a New World Order, has now
become the new global public enemy. In fact, thanks to the media saturation with heart-rending images
of Ukrainian war victims, there is a growing bipartisan chorus of war hawks beating the drums for
American soldiers, sailors, marines, and airmen to follow the already-sizable stream of American
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weaponry to the Ukraine-Russian battlefields. But, is it possible that all the war mobilization and talk of
regime change are Deep State theatrics — albeit exploiting real, tragic victims — and that there is a
much bigger game afoot here? Is it possible that Putin as arch-criminal is helping promote the
globalists’ vision of a New World Order even more effectively than when he was an alleged reformer,
partner, and ally? Could it be that the ongoing crimes in Ukraine are providing diversionary cover for
even larger global crimes that are being sprung on all of humanity? 

If those sound like off-the-wall questions, then perhaps you should consider a thought experiment
involving some facts that may cause you to see the Ukraine-Russia chaos and confusion in a new light.
We can begin by asking cui bono (“who benefits”)? Obviously, Vladimir Putin benefits (in various ways)
from the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Global condemnation does not faze him; it helps him at home, and
he knows the feigned outrage of the globalist choir can reverse on a dime. Remember the 1989
Tiananmen Square Massacre? Wall Street and Washington went back to business as usual, following
perfunctory expressions of indignation. Same for relations following the 1983 cold-blooded Soviet
shootdown of Korean Airlines civilian Flight 007 (with U.S. Congressman Lawrence P. McDonald on
board). Ditto for communist atrocities in the Korean and Vietnam Wars, as well as dozens of other
examples. The Deep State operatives of the Council on Foreign Relations who run our “permanent
government” make sure that our initial condemnations are followed by aid to, and trade with, our
“former” enemies, whether they’ve truly reformed or not. 

But Putin doesn’t even have to wait for a future payoff. Biden & Company have already rewarded him
handsomely with billions of dollars in increased revenue from skyrocketing energy prices (oil, coal, and
gas) thanks to crippling restrictions with which Team Biden has shackled American energy producers.
And while economic sanctions appear to have not hurt Russia’s ruble, the war and its attendant
spending — in addition to the effects of the Covid lockdowns and the trillions of dollars already spent in
the first year of Biden’s reign — means historic inflation and the possible destruction of the U.S. dollar.
So, if we again ask cui bono, we see that the globalists who are promoting the replacement of cash
currencies with Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) — the better to control us with — are the real
winners. This could be the biggest outcome — and the prime objective — of this Russia-Ukraine fiasco. 

But that isn’t all. The same Deep State choir is now using Putin to advance U.S. acceptance of the
jurisdiction of the UN’s International Criminal Court, as well as to expand and empower globalist
regional arrangements such as NATO and the European Union. All is not as it appears on the surface.
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